
Lessons from Lutheran Liberation 
Theology: 

Vítor Westhelle on Vocation

• the title
• How the presentation came out
• The presentation’s purpose 

(what I hope you might get out of this)



The question:
• The question for me I brought to seminary was:

God’s Grace
Gift of God in Christ we receive
Justified by nothing at all that 

we can do or perform, strive or 
struggle 

Working for a more just and 
equitable society

Intervening in situations that are 
wrong and unjust around you
Conflict, work, striving, when 

there’s pushback and negotiating

?



God’s Gift of Unconditional Grace

…“We confess that we are in 
bondage to sin and cannot 
free ourselves.  We have 
sinned against you in 
thought, word and deed, by 
what we have done and what 
we have left undone….”

God’s Gift of Grace

I am a sinner
Absolutely:

Passive

I am a saint
Absolutely:

Passive



Gift of Grace

Sinner
& Saint

Gift of Grace ?
I am a sinner

Absolutely
And I am a saint 

Absolutely



?
Grace alone

Unconditional 
Gift

Struggle 
Striving
Passion

Intervening 
and facing 
opposition



Vítor’s text for absolution:

“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”



“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”

God’s grace  for you 
through Christ

Your liberating labor 
through for the sake of 
the neighbor

Vítor’s text for absolution:



“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”

GRACE

God’s grace  for you 
through Christ

LOVE

Your liberating labor 
through for the sake of 
the neighbor

Vítor’s text for absolution:



What do we do about obsession with sin, negativity?

“….but Vítor, what do we do with 
Luther’s ‘negative anthropology?’  
You know, that we are miserable 

sinners, truly nothing and beggars, 
that we bring nothing to God but 

only receive, etc…..”



“….what do we DO? We Feed 
the hungry. Set the captives the 
free. Proclaim the good news! 
Forgive sinners!  Fight for the 

poor.  Speak up for the 
neighbors in need.  We abound, 

build, make, preach, change! 
We abound….

What do we do about obsession with sin, negativity?



….abound in all kinds of good works 
with the lives that we have from 

God. That’s what we do. This is the 
second half of Luther’s The Freedom 
of the Christian! Read it! We don’t 

sit around by ourselves thinking 
thoughts about ‘negative 

anthropology.’” 

What do we do about obsession with sin, negativity?



Freedom of the Christian (1520)

• “From faith there flows a love and joy in the Lord.  From love 
there proceeds a joyful, willing, and free mind that serves 
the neighbor and takes no account of gratitude or 
ingratitude, praise or blame, gain or loss..’’

Christ’s GRACE LOVE for neighborFaith’s YES



Christ’s GRACE LOVE for neighborFaith’s YES



But…. Still ….. No …..?

?
Gift of Grace

I am a sinner
Absolutely

And I am a saint 
AbsolutelyIs this is the only place where I know I am safe….



But wait…….!

“….but Vítor, wasn’t Luther’s basic 
question, “how can I find a gracious 

God?” He really was pastorally 
concerned about the individual 

sinner standing before God, relieved 
from a tormented conscience of 

individual sin….



…..yes, But we get this so wrong 
when we don’t grasp that Luther’s 
pastoral concern in addressing all 

those issues was for liberation, for 
freedom, for the masses of people 

whom he saw as held captive under 
the power that the church had over 

them. 



For a liberation Lutheran theology
the trouble

of an individual conscience
is not separable 

from the trouble of a society-
the trouble of a social body

And God’s grace is seeking to 
change that social body



Grace intervenes in the trouble
God’s free grace through Jesus Christ for us

is a free gift that we receive passively.
And it is an action of God that intervenes

scandalously in an oppressive system 

Christ’s FREEING 
GRACE

LOVE for 
Liberating you and 

your neighbor



The old system… Wrathful God
Who demands the 
penalty due for sin

A Church that 
mediates and 
dispenses grace
When sinners 
pay their dues

Sinners, the 
poor, the 
terrified ones, 
who must pay 
penalties for
grace



The old system… Wrathful God
Who demands the 
penalty due for sin

Pay back what you owe…..
…or you will be punished.

(logic of an exchange)



Intervening, freeing, scandalous grace…

•Grace is a powerful intervention that actively 
intervenes in the fabric of society. 

Pay back what you owe…..
…or you will be punished.

(logic of an exchange)



“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”

God’s grace  for you 
through Christ

Your liberating labor 
through for the sake of 
the neighbor

Your intervention 
Through your labor on behalf of others

God’s intervention to 
free you within the 
trouble of a social body

Vítor’s text for absolution:



“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”

Your liberating labor 
through for the sake of 
the neighbor

Your intervention 
Through your labor on behalf of others



1. Your labor through vocation is your own

• God’s grace is for us through Christ, yet it is for us as created human 
beings: beings who live and labor and struggle individually and 
together

• The vocation is theological place for passion, for struggle, for striving, 
for assertion, for using your voice, your agency, your talents, and gifts 
your identity

The gifts and potential you have The future you that you grow into



2. Your labor through your vocation is metabolic

• As the body ingests and draws from the earth for its energy, so your 
labor is you returning energy to your environment and shaping it with 
others (Genesis 2:15)

Adam Adamah (Soil)

• The bonds of attachment that you have to the people you 
love, your family and kin, your friends, the bonds of 
attachment you have to specific places, people, and tasks, this 
is attachment is metabolic in how it shapes you and you shape 
in return



2. Your labor through your vocation is metabolic

• The passion, the anger, the care you have for yourself and for others 
is part of your metabolic labor

Adam Adamah (Soil)

• the way we say that anger is also something to work out and 
to work through

• the way we say that conflict can be destructive but it also can
be generative



3. Your labor through your vocation can be 
liberating

• Love your neighbor. Is the community where I live, and 
the place where I work, organized in its leadership 
pattern and policies to respect the bodies and lives of 
those who labor with me?

•Does the place where I work, produce products or 
services that benefit the neighbor, and those who need 
them, or does it benefit only a select few?



3. Your labor through your vocation can be 
liberating

• Love your neighbor. Is the community where I live, and 
the place where I work, organized in its leadership 
pattern and policies to respect the bodies and lives of 
those who labor with me?

Speak up for your neighbor Changes begin to happen



Vocation:

1. Your own

Your voice, your agency, 
Your own body and 
wholly lived identity
Your happiness
(love of self)

2. Metabolic labor
Your care for the people 
you live and work with, 
among friends, family, 
congregation, co-workers, 
etc. 

Your ability to shape your 
environment and be shaped 
by it

Your passion and also anger 
that you work through with 
others in conflict and 
communication

3. For liberation

Discerning with others 
the reshaping of these 
structures

Do these structures 
benefit the needs of 
the neighbor, can I 
authentically live out 
love of the neighbor 
here and care for the 
needy?

Within structures, 
systems, institutions



“By grace you are saved and set free to 
cooperate in God’s liberating labor”

God’s grace  for you 
through Christ

Your liberating labor 
through for the sake of 
the neighbor

Your intervention 
Through your labor, that is your own, metabolic, 
for liberation on behalf of others

God’s intervention to 
free you within the 
trouble of a social body

Conclusion



“The miniprocess of justification leads the 
individual to acknowledge God as Creator and 

Redeemer.  Further, that miniprocess leads to the 
macroprocess of working for the freedom the 

neighbors who are also in bondage…”
-Dr. Richard Perry Jr. 

in Theology and the Black Experience



“The purpose of justification is to transform 
human beings into subjects who do justice.”

-Elsa Tamez The Amnesty of Grace

Romans 6:13: “…present yourselves to God as those 
who have been brought from death to life, and present 

your members to God as instruments of 
righteousness/justice.



Concluding thoughts

• Everyone has a vocation, where they are already a means for love to 
the neighbor through a community where they care about the people 
around them

• Grace-talk is also liberation-talk, grace sets you outside the logic of 
having to prove yourself, both to God, but also within the systems of 
exchange that you live in

• Grace and labor meet together in vocation
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